Date:

October 2, 2018

To:

Interested Person

From:

Stacey Castleberry, Land Use Services
503-823-7586 / Stacey.Castleberry@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE Ix DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
mailed copy of this document is only a summary of the decision.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition
then scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the
decision, you can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this
decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 18-126716 EN
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Marlo Medellin | Portland Parks & Recreation
1120 SW 5th Avenue, #1302 | Portland, OR 97204

Owner:

City of Portland Bureau of Parks & Recreation
1120 SW 5th Avenue, #1302 | Portland, OR 97204

Consultant:

Sarah Hartung | Environmental Science Associates
819 SE Morrison Street, Suite #310 | Portland, OR 97214

Site Address:

Springwater Corridor Portland-Milwaukie
(Nearest address is 4536 SE. Johnson Creek Blvd.)

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:
Neighborhood:

TL 9100 2.33 ACRES, SECTION 19 1S 2E
R992192240 (R336277)
1S2E19CC 09100
3835
Ardenwald-Johnson Creek, contact Lisa Gunion-Rinker at
astrantialgr@gmail.com. Woodstock, contact Ed Herrera at
ed4woodstock@gmail.com
Business District:
Woodstock Community Business Association, contact at
norberg@myexcel.com
District Coalition: Southeast Uplift, contact Leah Fisher at 503-232-0010.
Plan District:
Johnson Creek Basin Plan District
Other Designations: 100-year Floodplain; Johnson Creek Basin Protection Plan Inventory
Site #7 (WPA Fish Ladder—42nd & Harney)
Zoning:
R5 c (Residential 5,000 base zone; Environmental Conservation
overlay zone)
Case Type:
EN (Environmental Review)
Procedure:
Type Ix, an administrative decision with appeal to the Oregon Land
Use Board of Appeals (LUBA).
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Proposal: Portland Parks and Recreation (PP&R) proposes to replace the Springwater
Corridor Bridge #48 over Johnson Creek with a cable-stayed bridge in the same alignment
as the existing wooden structure. The existing Springwater Corridor Bridge #48 is
deteriorating and requires replacement to provide safe and reliable passage for the public
who use this regional trail. The Springwater Corridor in the study area is an important offstreet link in the regional trail system that connects commuters and recreational users to
Milwaukie, Gresham, southeast Portland, downtown, the West Hills, and beyond.
An additional purpose of the project is to restore floodplain functions by removing creosote
timber bents from Johnson Creek. The entire existing bridge, proposed staging areas, and
project vicinity are located within the 100-year floodplain of Johnson Creek. The proposed
plan will remove the old bridge, including eight treated timber bents from the floodplain and
stream channel, and install a new bridge in the same alignment that spans Johnson Creek.
Temporary disturbance in the Environmental Conservation overlay zone is needed for
construction equipment to access the west bank of Johnson Creek to remove the existing
bridge and install the replacement bridge. No permanent structures are proposed in the
Environmental zones on-site. Construction staging and access within the Environmental
Conservation overlay zone on the west side of the project site is the only practicable option
for positioning the large crane needed for the bridge replacement.
Approximately 4,800 square feet of Environmental Conservation overlay zone would be
temporarily disturbed in order to demolish the existing bridge and install the replacement
bridge. Construction for the bridge replacement is expected to require 6 months.
Construction equipment and materials staging is proposed in an existing parking lot west of
Johnson Creek Boulevard.
In Portland’s environmental zones, certain standards must be met to allow the work to occur
by right. If the standards are not met, an Environmental Review is required. The bridge,
owned and operated by PP&R, is located just beyond the Portland city limits, within the City
of Milwaukie; however, construction access would occur within Portland’s Environmental
Conservation zone overlay. The construction access and staging would exceed the
maximum allowed disturbance area for R5c zones (2,500 square feet), therefore a Type Ix
Environmental Review with the city is required.
Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33.
The relevant approval criteria are found in Title 33 Portland Zoning Code in:
• Section 33.430.250 C Public recreational facilities.
FACTS
Site and Vicinity: The Springwater Corridor Bridge #48 over Johnson Creek is situated on
the south side of Portland’s southern city-limits line, crossing Johnson Creek within the city
of Milwaukie. The property that is subject to Portland’s Environmental Review (the area to
be used for construction staging and access to the bridge) consists of one 2.3-acre taxlot
that is crossed by SE Johnson Creek Boulevard. SE Johnson Creek Boulevard divides the
site into one 900-foot-long parcel covered by a parking area and the Springwater Corridor
Trail, and one small triangular parcel (approximately 6,000 square feet in area) crossed by
Johnson Creek and the Springwater Corridor Trail.
The small triangular parcel will be used for stationing the crane and for access to the creek
by construction vehicles. This area is a relatively flat, floodplain terrace on the west side of
Johnson Creek, with vegetation consisting primarily of turf grass and weedy forbs. A small
patch of red-osier dogwood and Himalayan blackberry is located north of the trail on the
west bank of Johnson Creek.
Most of the small triangular parcel is crossed by overhead electrical lines owned by PGE,
and has been maintained free of trees through past clearing. The Springwater Corridor Trail,
a 14-foot wide paved multi-use path, traverses the project area. Seven large boulders are
adjacent to the path on site – two on the north side and five on the south side. No wetlands
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were identified in the project area during field investigations. The riparian zone on the site
has been disturbed from past clearing, including the construction of overhead transmission
lines. A few mature black cottonwood trees are present on the west bank, in the
Environmental Protection overlay zone located off of the site on Bureau of Environmental
Services-owned property to the north. Surrounding land is occupied by open space along
Johnson Creek and industrial uses along SE Johnson Creek Boulevard.
Zoning: The zoning designation on the site includes Residential 5,000 (R5) base zones, with
Environmental Conservation (“c”), overlay zone (see zoning on Exhibit B). The site is also
within the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District area.
The R5 base zone is intended to foster the development of single-dwelling residences to
specific lot-area, lot-dimension, and density standards. The regulations of this zone do not
apply to construction staging and access to construct a new pedestian bridge over Johnson
Creek; these reguations are not specifically addressed through this Environmental Review.
Environmental overlay zones protect environmental resources and functional values that
have been identified by the City as providing benefits to the public. The environmental
regulations encourage flexibility and innovation in site planning and provide for development
that is carefully designed to be sensitive to the site’s protected resources. They protect the
most important environmental features and resources while allowing environmentally
sensitive urban development where resources are less sensitive. The purpose of this land
use review is to ensure compliance with the regulations of the environmental zones.
The Johnson Creek Basin plan district provides for the safe, orderly, and efficient
development of lands which are subject to a number of physical constraints, including
significant natural resources, steep and hazardous slopes, flood plains, wetlands, and the
lack of streets, sewers, and water services. The standards within the Johnson Creek Basin
Plan District do not apply to temporary construction staging and access areas and are not
addressed in this Environmental Review.
Environmental Resources: The application of the environmental overlay zones is based on
detailed studies that have been carried out within separate areas throughout the City.
Environmental resources and functional values present in environmental zones are
described in environmental inventory reports for these respective study areas.
The study area is within Site 7, the “WPA Fish Ladder (42nd & Harney)”, of the Johnson
Creek Basin Protection Plan area (the Plan, City of Portland, 1991). A summary of Site 7,
excerpted from the Plan, is presented below. Wildlife Habitat Assessment Score: 66 out of
100 (the range for all sites in the Plan area is 18 to 83). Types of Resources: Historic, fish
and wildlife habitat; public parkland; wetland; scenic. Resource Quantity: Includes 32 acres
of Johnson Creek and associated emergent, scrub-shrub and forested wetlands as well as
riparian habitat. Approximately half of the site is developed. Resource Quality: The quality of
vegetation (variety and structural diversity); human disturbance and interspersion are all
rated as “medium.”
A notable feature is an oxbow that was created by the WPA in the 1930’s, located
downstream of the study area which contains shallow and typically slow-moving water. This
stretch of the creek provides moderate to high wildlife value, although portions of the creek
bed adjacent to the oxbow have been rirapped. The riparian strip is about 25 to 30 feet wide,
with good shading over the creek, which regulates water temperature and enhances fish
habitat. The riparian forest along the oxbow is approximately 60 percent closed canopy
consisting of mature alder and cottonwood, with a relatively dense shrub layer dominated by
willow and hawthorn. The groundcover is disturbed and dominated by reed canarygrass,
blackberry, and tansy. Riprap, steep banks, garbage and yard debris reduce the quality of
fish and wildlife habitat area.
Impact Analysis and Mitigation Plan: The proposal was summarized on page two of this
report. The following discusses the development alternatives that were considered by the
applicant. This section concludes with a discussion of the proposed construction
management plan, mitigation, and monitoring proposal.
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Development Alternatives: The applicant provided a discussion of the alternatives they
considered in Exhibit A.1 (Section 8.0) in the application case file.
The project engineers have spent a substantial amount of time evaluating possible
construction methods for this project that minimize impacts to the environment and are
cost-effective. Site constraints and design considerations include the following:
– The presence of overhead electrical lines operated by PGE that impose a height limitation
on the bridge superstructure and construction equipment and that also limit the turning
radii of construction equipment;
– Sensitive natural resources including the City of Portland’s environmental zones on the
west side of the project site and the City of Milwaukie’s protected Water Quality Resources
(WQRs – a 50-foot setback from the ordinary high water level (OHW)) and Habitat
Conservation Areas (HCAs - shrub and tree canopy) on both sides of the stream; and
– The regulated channel, floodway and floodplain of Johnson Creek that support
anadromous and resident fish species as well as other aquatic organisms.
Alternative construction methods and the preferred design are discussed in detail in the
applicant’s narrative. The applicant considered alternative methods of construction and
found that there is no other piece of equipment with a smaller footprint than the crane that
could be used to install the proposed two-span bridge from a 10-foot setback from top of
bank within the proposed construction site and timeframe. Smaller equipment could be
used to install an eight-span bridge similar to the existing bridge, however such a bridge
would require additional temporary and permanent impacts in the channel and floodplain of
Johnson Creek. Additionally, installing a new eight-span bridge does not meet the additional
purpose and need of project to improve floodplain functions and conveyance. The two-span
bridge is intended to reduce permanent impacts in sensitive resources by minimizing the
number of abutments required within Johnson Creek.
The applicant also considered alternative locations for construction access from areas
outside of the City’s environmental zones, south of the city-limits line, however this would
require the need to temporarily drop the PGE high-voltage power lines that cross the site,
disrupting service for local residents, which is not practicable.
The applicant also considered accessing the bridge from the east side, which is also outside
of the Portland city limits and outside of Portland’s environmental zones. This alternative
may be unapprovable by the City of Milwaukee due to excessive impacts on riparian
resources. Additionally, this alternative requires de-energizing overhead PGE powerlines,
also disrupting service for local residents and also making this alternative impracticable.
Construction access from farther north on the west side was not considered because this
area is mapped as Environmental Protection overlay zone and is too far away from the
existing bridge.
The preferred option is to fabricate the bridge superstructure in the staging area west of
Johnson Creek Boulevard and to deliver it straight across the roadway for installation as a
single unit (from the west bank of Johnson Creek). The crane would carry the
superstructure in the front and roll across the roadway. This alignment avoids pivoting
under overhead lines and avoids challenging turns with large equipment that would be
involved with other alternatives. West side access to the work site in direct alignment with
the staging area is needed to avoid temporary fill on the east side of the creek which has
dense native shrubs in the floodplain and is mapped by City of Milwaukie with sensitive
resources.
Construction Management Plan: Construction for the replacement bridge is expected to
require 6 months, with the duration of in-water work expected to take two weeks.
Construction equipment and materials staging is proposed on site and in an existing
parking lot west of Johnson Creek Boulevard. The contractor would access the west project
area from SE Johnson Creek Boulevard. Heavy construction equipment positioned on the
banks would include a crane and haul trucks. Removal of the existing bridge and its
abutments would be completed using a combination of heavy equipment, such as an
excavator and haul trucks, and manual labor.
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Areas disturbed would be stabilized with erosion control BMPs. The existing bridge spans,
decking, and timber frame bents would be disassembled manually, removed using an
excavator positioned above top of bank, and hauled off site using a skid steer or similar
equipment. The wooden sill plates are expected to be at a shallow depth and also would be
removed using an excavator.
The replacement bridge would be constructed using equipment similar to the bridge
demolition. The two bridge abutments and the center bent would be constructed using a
crane, a skid steer, an excavator, and haul trucks. The center bent which would support the
two steel cable-stayed masts, would be located above OHW and would consist of four
micropiles that would be driven into the subgrade and a concrete pile cap. Based on
information from the project engineers, the west span of the bridge would be constructed in
the staging area west of Johnson Creek Boulevard and then transported into place, via the
crane.
Unavoidable Impacts: The project would result in a temporary disturbance of approximately
4,800 square feet due to construction staging and access within the Environmental
Conservation overlay zone. Temporary disturbance may include vegetation removal,
trimming or trampling from large equipment staged near the top of bank required to
demolish the existing bridge and install the replacement structure. Temporary matting or
wood planks may be placed under construction equipment, but no fill pad is proposed. The
approximate location of a crane station, which would partially be on existing pavement, is
shown on Exhibits C.3 and C.4. No excavation, fill, grading or development of buildings is
proposed in the Ec zone. No trees would require removal and no Riparian Protection Zones
overlap with the temporary disturbance area. All areas temporarily disturbed will be restored
as shown on the Site Rehabilitation Plan (Exhibit C.5).
Proposed Mitigation: The area proposed for replanting along the west bank of Johnson
Creek would be cleared of nuisance species prior to plant installation. Existing native
vegetation will be preserved and protected. Removal of all aboveground material will be by
hand. Planting will occur immediately following removal of nuisance species and will include
cascara and western crabapple trees, red-osier dogwood, tall Oregon grape, Pacific ninebark,
Nootka rose, Douglas spiraea, and sword fern. Planted areas will also be seeded with native
grasses (see Exhibits C.5 and C.6).
Monitoring Plan for Mitigation: The applicant proposes to monitor the mitigation area once
per year for five years following removal. The applicant will apply herbicide spot spraying to
nuisance species resprouts using chemicals used by the City of Portland Parks and
Recreation, and considered to be the least toxic and safest herbicides available.
Land Use History: City records indicate that two prior land use reviews have been
conducted for this site:
LUR 94-00627 CU approved a Conditional Use Review for a trailhead and 40-space parking
lot in a residential zone.
LU 04-095664 EN AD approved an Environmental Review and Adjustment Review for
armoring sewer pipes crossing Johnson Creek, altering the streambanks, constructing a
riparian protection fence, and constructing a trail and viewing platforms.
The current proposal does not have direct bearing on either of the past land use reviews.
Agency and Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in your Neighborhood was mailed
on August 3, 2018.
1. Agency Review: Several Bureaus and agencies have responded to this proposal.
Please see the “E” Exhibits in the application case file for details. The comments are
addressed under the appropriate criteria for review of the proposal, if applicable.
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BDS Site Development staff have indicated that since no grading is proposed, a BDS Site
Development Permit Is not required. Portland Parks & Recreation Urban Forestry has no
concerns with the project as it will not impact existing street or city trees or require street
tree planting. Portland’s Bureau of Environmental Services stated that there is a BES 61inch CSP combined sewer that runs across the project site. BES requires that this
infrastructure be shown on all future plans, and adequately protected through construction
and with relation to installation of any improvements and/or trees. BES requires that at the
time of permit review all BES assets and easements must be shown on the plans. No
structures or trees will be allowed to be placed over or near sewer pipes. This will be made a
condition of approval.
2. Neighborhood Review: No written responses were received from either the
Neighborhood Association or notified property owners in response to the proposal.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
33.430.250 Approval Criteria for Environmental Review
An environmental review application will be approved if the review body finds that the
applicant has shown that all of the applicable approval criteria are met. When
environmental review is required because a proposal does not meet one or more of the
development standards of Section 33.430.140 through .190, then the approval criteria
will only be applied to the aspect of the proposal that does not meet the development
standard or standards.
Findings: The approval criteria which apply to the proposed Springwater Trail Bridge #48
replacement construction access area are found in Section 33.430.250.C. The applicant has
provided findings for these approval criteria (see Exhibit A.1 in the application case file) and
BDS Land Use Services staff has summarized their findings below.
C. Public recreational facilities. In resource areas of environmental zones, public
recreational trails, rest points, view points, and interpretive facilities will be approved
if the applicant’s impact evaluation demonstrates that all of the following are met:
C.1. Proposed development locations, designs, and construction methods are less
detrimental to identified resources and functional values than other practicable and
significantly different alternatives;
Findings: This criterion requires the applicant to demonstrate that alternatives were
considered during the design of the proposal, and that there are no practicable alternatives
that would be less detrimental to the identified resources and functional values.
The applicant provided a detailed alternatives analysis that can be found in the application
case file in Exhibit A.1, and is summarized on page 4 of this report. The applicant has
demonstrated that due to the presence of high voltage power lines over the existing bridge,
construction access utilizing an overhead crane as proposed would not be practicable from
the south or from the east. The applicant has further shown that access from the east
would require greater impacts to Johnson Creek and that any alternative construction
access through the City of Milwaukie has not been determined to be practicable, as it is
subject to discretionary review by a different municipality.
The applicant has demonstrated that construction access from the west and on the north
side of the bridge is the only practicable alternative and this criterion is met.
C.2. The public benefits of the proposal outweigh all significant detrimental impacts;
Findings: This criterion requires assessment of the public need for the proposed project,
and weighing that need against potential impacts to environmental resources at the site.
The existing Springwater Corridor Bridge #48 is deteriorating and requires replacement to
provide safe and reliable passage for the public who use this regional trail. The Springwater
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Corridor in the study area is an important off-street link in the regional trail system that
connects commuters and recreational users to Milwaukie, Gresham, southeast Portland,
downtown, the West Hills, and beyond. An additional benefit of the project is to restore
floodplain functions by removing creosote timber bents from Johnson Creek. The entire
existing bridge, proposed staging areas, and project vicinity are located within the 100-year
floodplain of Johnson Creek. The proposed plan would remove the old bridge, including
eight treated timber bents from the floodplain and stream channel, and install a new bridge
in the same alignment that spans Johnson Creek. Only temporary, minor disturbances are
proposed in the environmental zone as part of construction access and staging. No
significant detrimental impacts would result from temporary construction access within the
environmental zone on the west side of Johnson Creek.
No trees would require removal and no root protection zones would be intruded upon within
City of Portland jurisdiction. All areas temporarily disturbed during construction are to be
replanted with native groundcover and shrubs with native species from the Portland Plant
List. Areas adjacent to the existing trail will be replanted with grass seed to maintain
visibility and user safety. The Construction Management Plans (Exhibits C.3 and C.4)
identify the temporary disturbance boundary which will be delineated by a combination of
silt fencing/straw wattles and orange construction fence. No earthwork or other
construction disturbance will occur outside of the disturbance boundary. All material
stockpiling would occur within the construction limits. No permanent loss of native
vegetation is proposed.
Temporary disturbances to site soils and vegetation as a result of construction access and
staging will be restored through the proposed revegetation plan (Exhibits C.5 and C.6),
which will improve the vegetation community along Johnson Creek over the long-term.
Native trees, shrubs and groundcover would replace the existing weedy grasses and
Himalayan blackberry growing along the top of bank. Public benefits (safety, access and
water quality) from a new pedestrian bridge will exceed the negative (temporary) impacts and
this criterion will be met.
C.3. Areas disturbed during construction, that do not contain permanent
development, will be restored with native vegetation that is similar to the vegetation
existing on the site and found on the Portland Plant List; and
Findings: This criterion requires the applicant to replant temporary construction areas with
suitable native vegetation. Only temporary, minor disturbances are proposed in the
environmental zone as part of the applicant’s proposed construction access and staging
activities. All areas temporarily disturbed during construction will be replanted with native
groundcover, trees, and shrubs (approximately 1,283 square feet) with species from the
Portland Plant List. Areas adjacent to the existing trail would be replanted with grass seed
(approximately 3,000 square feet) to maintain visibility and user safety. The proposed
revegetation plan will remove invasive Himalayan blackberry and improve the vegetation
community along Johnson Creek over the long-term. Native trees, shrubs and groundcover
will replace the existing weedy grasses and Himalayan blackberry growing along the top of
bank.
In order to confirm temporary disturbance areas are replanted, a Zoning Permit will be
required for on-site inspection of the mitigation planting, at installation. At the time of the
permit, the applicant must indicate whether the mitigation plantings will be tagged for
inspection or if the applicant will accompany the BDS Zoning Permit inspector to the site to
indicate where mitigation planting has occurred.
The proposed Mitigation Plan will be installed and maintained under the regulations
outlined in Section 33.248.040.A-D (Landscaping and Screening). The applicant proposes to
monitor and maintain these plantings for five years. Typically BDS requires two years of
monitoring and maintenance to ensure survival of mitigation plantings. To confirm the
success of the required plantings for the initial establishment period, the applicant will be
required to have the plantings inspected, by applying for a Zoning Permit two years after
plantings are installed.
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With conditions to ensure, via a BDS Zoning Permit inspection, that at least the minimum
number of replacement plantings are planted on the site, and that plantings required for
this Environmental Review are maintained for at least two years, and inspected as described
above, this criterion will be met.
C.4. There will be no significant detrimental impact on resources and functional
values in areas designated to be left undisturbed.
Findings: This approval criterion requires the protection of resources outside of the
proposed disturbance area from impacts related to the proposal, such as damage to
vegetation, and erosion of soils off the site during construction activities. The applicant’s
Construction Management Plans (Exhibits C.3 and C.4) show that the temporary
disturbance boundary will be identified by a combination of silt fencing/straw wattles and
orange construction fence. No earthwork or other construction disturbance will occur
outside of the disturbance boundary. All material stockpiling would occur within the
construction limits. With effective implementation of the proposed Construction
Management Plan, this criterion will be met. BDS Site Development staff have reviewed the
applicant’s proposal and confirmed that no grading is proposed on the site. Therefore there
is no expected damage from soil erosion, or impact resulting from fill in the floodplain of
Johnson Creek.
BES has stated in their LUR Response that this project will not add or redevelop 500 ft.² or
greater of impervious area, and that the requirements of the Storm Water Management
Manual will not be triggered. Therefore, there is no off-site impact anticipated from
increased storm water flows resulting from this project.
Construction management techniques described by the applicant have been proposed to
minimize impacts to identified resources and functional values designated to be left
undisturbed, and this criterion is met.
OTHER TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Technical decisions have been made as part of this review process, based on other City
Titles, as administered by other City service agencies. These related technical decisions are
not considered land use actions. If future technical decisions result in changes that bring
the project out of conformance with this land use decision, a new land use review may be
required. The following is a summary of technical requirements applicable to this proposal.
This list is not final, and is subject to change when final permit plans are provided for City
review.
Bureau

Code Authority and Topic

Contact Information

Environmental
Services

Title 17; 2014 Stormwater Manual

503-823-7740

Development
Services

Title 24 - Building Code, Flood
Plain, Site Development; Title 10 Erosion and Sediment Control

503-823-7300

Urban Forestry

Title 11 – Trees

503-823-8733

www.portlandonline.com/bes
www.portlandonline.com/bds

http://www.portlandoregon.gov/tree
s/
CONCLUSIONS
Portland’s Springwater Corridor Trail Bridge #48 over Johnson Creek is deteriorating and
requires replacement to provide safe public use of the regional trail. The applicant, Portland
Parks and Recreation, proposes to replace it in the same alignment with a cable-stayed
bridge. While the bridge itself is situated just outside of the Portland city-limits line, in the
city of Milwaukie, construction access is best provided adjacent to the bridge, from the west
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bank of Johnson Creek, within the city of Portland. This site along Johnson Creek lies
within Portland’s environmental zones. This area between Johnson Creek and SE Johnson
Creek Boulevard will be used to stage a crane and haul trucks for both demolition of the
existing bridge and construction of the new bridge.
The applicant has proposed construction management including temporary construction
fencing, sediment fencing, and other erosion control measures, to minimize impacts on
Johnson Creek and adjacent riparian areas. The applicant further proposes to replant
riparian areas with native trees and shrubs once bridge construction is complete.
The application materials and the above findings have shown that the proposal meets the
applicable approval criteria with conditions. Therefore, this proposal should be approved,
subject to the following conditions.
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of an Environmental Review for:
 Construction of a steel-plating temporary crane access way and crane station, and
 Temporary access and staging areas for haul trucks, and skidsteer loaders;
all within the Environmental Conservation overlay zone, and in substantial conformance
with Exhibits C.2, C.3, C.4, C.5, and C.6, as approved by the City of Portland Bureau of
Development Services on September 27, 2018. Approval is subject to the following
conditions:
A. Prior to any construction activity on the site, a BDS Zoning Permit is required for
inspection of required erosion control, temporary construction fencing (as
described in Condition B below), and mitigation plantings (as described in
Conditions C and D below). The Conditions of Approval listed below, shall be noted on
appropriate plan sheets submitted for the Zoning Permit. Plans shall include the
following statement, "Any field changes shall be in substantial conformance with
approved LU 18-126716 EN Exhibits C.2 through C.6.”
B. Temporary construction fencing shall be installed according to tree protection measures
in Title 11 Tree Code, chapter 11.60, except as otherwise specified below. Temporary, 4foot high, construction fencing shall be placed along the Limits of Construction
Disturbance for the approved development, as depicted on Exhibits C.3 and C.4
Construction Management Plans.
1. No mechanized construction vehicles are permitted outside of the approved “Limits of
Construction Disturbance” delineated by the temporary construction fence. All
planting work, invasive vegetation removal, and other work to be done outside the
Limits of Construction Disturbance, shall be conducted using hand held equipment.
C. The applicant shall obtain a BDS Zoning Permit for approval and inspection of a
mitigation plan for a total of 10 trees, 95 shrubs, and 1,283 square feet of seeded native
ground covers, in substantial conformance with Exhibits C.5 and C.6 Mitigation Plan.
Any plant substitutions shall be selected from the Portland Plant List, and shall be
substantially equivalent in size to the original plant.
1. Permit plans shall show:
a. The location of the trees, shrubs and ground covers as depicted on Exhibits C.5
and C.6, labeled as “new required landscaping”.
b. The applicant shall indicate on the plans selection of either tagging plants for
identification or accompanying the BDS inspector for an on-site inspection.
2. Plantings shall be installed between October 1 and March 31 (the planting season).
3. Prior to installing required mitigation plantings, non-native invasive plants shall be
removed from all areas within 10 feet of mitigation plantings, using handheld
equipment.
4. If plantings are installed prior to completion of construction, a temporary bright
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orange, 4-foot high construction fence shall be placed to protect plantings from
construction activities.
5. After installing the required mitigation plantings, the applicant shall request
inspection of mitigation plantings and final the BDS Zoning Permit.
6. All mitigation and remediation shrubs and trees shall be marked in the field by a tag
attached to the top of the plant for easy identification by the City Inspector; or the
applicant shall arrange to accompany the BDS inspector to the site to locate
mitigation plantings for inspection. If tape is used it shall be a contrasting color that
is easily seen and identified.
D. The land owner shall maintain the required plantings to ensure survival and
replacement. The land owner is responsible for ongoing survival of required plantings
during and beyond the designated two-year monitoring period. After the 2-year initial
establishment period, the landowner shall:
1. Obtain a Zoning Permit for a final inspection at the end of the 2-year maintenance
and monitoring period. The applicant shall arrange to accompany the BDS inspector
to the site to locate mitigation plantings for inspection. The permit must be finaled
no later than 2 years from the final inspection for the installation of mitigation
planting, for the purpose of ensuring that the required plantings remain. Any
required plantings that have not survived must be replaced.
2. All required landscaping shall be continuously maintained, by the land owner in a
healthy manner, with no more than 15% cover by invasive species. Required plants
that die shall be replaced in kind.
E. Failure to comply with any of these conditions may result in the City’s reconsideration of
this land use approval pursuant to Portland Zoning Code Section 33.700.040 and /or
enforcement of these conditions in any manner authorized by law.
Staff Planner: Stacey M Castleberry, BDS Land Use Services
Decision rendered by: _________________________________________ on September 27, 2018.
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services
Decision mailed: October 2, 2108.
Note: In addition to the requirements of the Zoning Code, all uses and development must
comply with other applicable City, regional, state and federal regulations.
This decision applies to only the City's environmental regulations. Activities which the City
regulates through PCC 33.430 may also be regulated by other agencies. In cases of
overlapping City, Special District, Regional, State, or Federal regulations, the more stringent
regulations will control. City approval does not imply approval by other agencies.
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits
may be required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-8237310 for information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on
February 26, 2018, and was determined to be complete on July 31, 2018.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed
under the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore
this application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on February 26, 2018.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may
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be waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case the applicant did not
waive or extend the 120-day review period. Unless further extended by the applicant, the
120 days will expire on: November 28, 2018.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on
the applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development
Services has independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has
included this information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined
the information satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria.
This report is the decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City
and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any
project elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on
the plans, and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use
review, any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the
proprietor of the use or development approved by this land use review, and the current
owner and future owners of the property subject to this land use review.
This decision, and any conditions associated with it, is final. It may be appealed to the
Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA), within 21 days of the date the decision is mailed,
as specified in the Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 197.830. Among other things, ORS
197.830 requires that a petitioner at LUBA must have submitted written testimony during
the comment period for this land use review. Contact LUBA at 775 Summer St NE Suite
330, Salem, OR 97301-1283 or phone 1-503-373-1265 for further information.
The file and all evidence on this case are available for your review by appointment only.
Please call the Request Line at our office, 1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000, phone 503823-7617, to schedule an appointment. I can provide some information over the phone.
Copies of all information in the file can be obtained for a fee equal to the cost of services.
Additional information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the
Portland Zoning Code is available on the internet at www.portlandonline.com.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision will be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder.
• Unless appealed, the final decision will be recorded on or after October 3, 2018 by the
Bureau of Development Services.
The applicant, builder, or a representative does not need to record the final decision with the
Multnomah County Recorder.
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final
decision is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has
begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final
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decision, a new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the
remaining development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit
may be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a
permit, permitees must demonstrate compliance with:
• All conditions imposed herein;
• All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land
use review;
• All requirements of the building code; and
• All provisions of the Municipal Code for the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED

A. Applicant’s Statements
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Existing Conditions Plan
2. Proposed Development Plan (attached)
3. Construction Management Plan (attached)
4. Construction Management Plan (attached)
5. Site Rehabilitation Plan (attached)
6. Site Rehabilitation Planting Table (attached)
D. Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
E. Agency Responses:
1. Bureau of Environmental Services
2. BDS Site Development Review Section of BDS
3. Bureau of Parks, Forestry Division
4. BDS Life Safety Commercial Plan Review
F. Correspondence: (None Received)
G Other
1. Original LU Application
2. Early Assistance Appointment Summary Notes
3. Letter of Incompleteness

The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).

